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Green for go this Easter
A NEW show home will open on Good Friday at Seddon Homes’ distinctive
development at The Green, Congleton.
The opening coincides with a new release of two, three, four and ﬁve-bedroomed homes
onto the market.
Close to South Manchester and easily commutable to its city centre, The Green offers
modern living with a stylish rural feel.
Arranged around a quaint central village green, properties are built with a Georgian inﬂuence
that reﬂects the local heritage of Cheshire weavers’ cottages of low windows tucked under
eaves.
There are four informal courtyards, each with a central feature of a mature tree and attractive
decorative paving, to create a distinctive semi-rural living environment.
Seddon Homes sales and marketing director, Denis Maddock, said: “In response to buyer
demand, we have now released a range of new house styles not previously available.
“The Green is a good example of skilfully using traditional and contemporary materials and
designs that sit comfortably together providing a range of homes to suit all tastes.
“With prices from £172,950, it is easy to understand why The Green is high on the agenda
on the wish list of many home buyers.”
Inside, all the homes blend practicality with elegance. Kitchens feature stainless steel appliances
and classy ceramics lit by discreet inset lighting to enhance the modern feel.
Bathrooms are ergonomically designed in cool white with sparkling stainless steel taps and
continental tiling to provide the ﬁnishing ﬂourish.
For more details, please phone 01260 291 682 or email thegreen@seddonhomes.co.uk
Find out more at www.seddonhomes.co.uk.
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